
Literature and Art.

ance to a full grown figure, nor is a
figure sitting or stooping a companion
to an upright figure.

(3) Fainting, according to Hegel,
isthegreat romantic art. Its medium
is no longer, like that of Sculpture, a
coarse material substrate, but the
coloured plane, the spiritual play of
light; it produces only the show of
solid dimension. Hence, it is cap-
able of expressing the whole scale of
feelings, moods, and actions-actions
full of dramatic movement.

(4) Of Music- he speaks as the per-
fect sublation of space. Its material
is tone (sound), the vibrations of a
sonorous body. It leaves therefore
the field of sensuous perception, and
acts exclusively upon. inner emotion.
Its sphere is the breast of the sensitive
soul. Music is the most subjective cl
arts.*

(5) But, he says, it is in Poetrythat
the tongue of art is loosed at last.
Poetry is the literary art and has the
power of universal expression. Its
material is not sound, merely, but
sound as speech, sound as the
word, the sign of an idea, the
expression of reason. But poetry
does notshapethismaterial at random.
but only according to certain rhyth-
micalandnmusicallaws of verse. Ail the
other arts unite in poetry-theflas-
tic arts in the efic, representing in
extended narrative the pictùresque
history of nations; music in lyric
poetry, the expression of some inner
condition of soul; the unity of both
in thé drama which exhibits the con-
flicts between individuals acting out
of directly opposite interests.

In bringing together the subjects
of;literatuie and art, we are narrowing
somewhat the provinces of both, and
are thinking;rather of literature as the
produçt of thought -and-art as embod-

*Psychologists diffe. asito the ördeèr óf
the senses-sonie placipg hearing, others
sight in the highest place.

1

ied in works of beauty ; and the con-
nexion which we wish to establish-
or, rather, which we recognizd as estab-
lished and indissoluble-is one of two
kinds. In the first place, we find that
periods of great and earnest activity
of thought precede or accompany
periods of excellence in art. In the
second place the principles of excel-
lence in literature and art are substan-
tially identical or analogical.*

It is a great error, as has been long
ago remarked, b suppose that taste
and genius in art-have nothing tô do
with reason. We shall be sureto find
that whenever a people is degraded in
intelligence or morality, there is a.
corresponding deterioration in art ;
and that every great period of art has
been preceded or accompanied by
great intellectual activity, and not
unfrequently by a revival in religion.
One or two eras in the history of man-
kind may be selected in illustration of
these statements

We can learn nothing on this sub-
ject from the Hebrew history, since
painting and sculpture seen to have
been interdicted to the Israelites; but
ancient. monuments of Egypt and As-
syria are eminently worthy of atten-
tion, and we know that theybelong to
the heroic age of those great peoples.

It is, however, of Greece that we
naturally think when we turn back to
remote ages and seek to trace the con-
nexion between art and the general
progress of intelligence and action.
Theheroic age of Greece was short,
but it was glorious. The periodwhich
is described roughly as the age of
Pericles represents her greatest
achievements in war, in literature, and
in art.. But we must begin somewhat
earlier and go on to a later period
than>the actual epoch of Perces.

And here, in the first place, it: is
interesting to- note that. the develop-

*The secondspart of the subjeçt is not
.treated here.
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